
Libra (The Wolf) Description 

Shaggy, silver-grey fur frames Libra’s wolfish face; the colouring varies depending on 

where the sun hits. Hugging her muscular body tightly, her glossy coat gleams brightly 

against the background she moves across. Below her strong neck, her broad shoulders 

protrude like boulders, aiding her as she strides upon vast lands. Waiting, her pointed 

ears are soldiers standing to attention, their upright position displaying their constant 

listening.  

Placed in the middle of her face – like two hidden cameras - her piercing pupils scan 

the room she is in, dilating slowly as she glares into brightly and dimly lit rooms. They lap 

up the scene before her.Sniffing the air, her damp button nose flares its nostrils whilst a 

variety of smells encase themselves around her. Hanging just below (beneath the wide 

hole that is her mouth) her powerful jaw opens and closes as she talks, displaying a set 

of sharp scissor teeth that she uses when she needs to fight or protect herself. Her poised 

paws kiss the earth whilst they envelope the razors in them; they will only show 

themselves when they are endangered.  

Although Libra can sometimes seem as if she is a threatening predator, many will not 

realise the charming aura that surrounds her most days. Most of the time, Libra ensures 

that she showcases a display of affection and love to those that she is in contact with 

daily – never wanting anyone to feel left out. 

Even with many friends and a pack that needs protecting always, Libra does not stand 

for others being unjust or living a life of chaos; this doesn’t suit the harmonious life that 

she chooses to lead. With an intellect that many brush over, Libra is curious and loves to 

learn new skills that she may not have come across before. Lastly, Libra’s personality 

radiates the importance of being kind, due to the fact that no matter who she meets or 

what happens, she always ensures she is kind to friends and foes.  

As Libra is also the symbols of the scales (a set of balance scales) when those who do 

not listen to her are rude, she finds herself projecting sternly a growl to remind others to 

be fair. Even though Libra will always show kindness, her animal instincts sometimes take 

over and those who she has to reprimand may find that they are faced with her vicious 

snarls that are used as a warning to not cross a line. When night falls, she shall join her 

family as they howl towards the moon, communicating to one another that are not 

always within their reach.  

Born as a natural leader, Libra’s body is a choreographed motion, dancing to the steps 

of the world and keeping in time with her pack. On days when she is content, her statue 

like stance allows her to feel peaceful and reflective. As she roams her home, her 

stealthy strides allow to pick up pace and confidently sprint freely. Her athletic legs 

pound against the ground as she speeds ahead; her heart pumps faster. However, 

when she is not experiencing a good day, many people will do well to dodge her as 

her mouth may snap as well as dripping saliva. Her fiercely loyal instincts over take, 

creating a guard dog as she paces up and down protecting her loved ones.  



 

Key: 

Alliteration 

Metaphors 

Similes 

Personification 

Variety of punctuation 

Range of openers 

Relative clauses 

Modal Verbs  

Conjunctions 

 

 

 


